STEP 1: INSTALL UNIT

STEP 2: INSTALL 001-00137-01-FNL BAND AND ¼" NUTS (6X)

STEP 3: TIGHTEN ¼" NUTS 5NM TORQUE

STEP 4: INSTALL UNIT TO FLOOR (REF TO FOLLOWING PAGES FOR DIMS AND BOLT SPEC.)
RT MOUNTING DIMENSIONS
HOLES FOR 3/8”-16 BOLT (6X)
RT SEISMIC ANCHORING INSTRUCTIONS:

1) MOVE THE UPS TO THE INSTALLATION LOCATION
2) BOLT UPS SEISMIC ANCHOR. NXT PART NUMBER 001-00136-01-FNL TO THE FLOOR USING 3/8" GRADE 8 THREADED RODS (6X) AS DESCRIBED BELOW.
RT SEISMIC ANCHORING INSTRUCTIONS:

1) MOVE THE UPS TO THE INSTALLATION LOCATION
2) BOLT UPS SEISMIC ANCHOR. NXT PART NUMBER 001-00136-01-FNL TO THE FLOOR USING 3/8" GRADE 8 EXPANSION ANCHORS (6X) FOR CONCRETE AS DESCRIBED BELOW.